Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels.
We examined the effect of average luminance level on texture segregation by motion. We determined the minimum presentation duration required for subjects to detect a target defined by motion direction against a moving background. The average luminance level and retinal position of the target were systematically varied. We found that the minimum presentation duration needed for texture segregation depends significantly on the average luminance level and on retinal position. The minimum presentation duration increased as the mean luminance decreased. At a very low (presumably scotopic) luminance level, the motion-defined target was never detected rapidly. Under scotopic conditions, the minimum presentation duration was shorter in the periphery than in a near foveal region when the task was simple detection of the target. When the task included identifying the shape of the target patch, however, the target presented near the fovea was identified faster at all luminance levels. These results suggest that the performance of texture segregation is constrained by the spatiotemporal characteristics of the early visual system.